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MASTERED TECHNOLOGY 
The GLOCK Watch Collection strives for perfection, pushing 
the boundaries of technical features. Representing GLOCK‘s 
renowned reputation for perfect engineering, GLOCK Watches 
stand as steadfast allies in the pursuit of adventure.

WATCHES
GLOCK
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 CHRONOGRAPH
Master time, control every second. Enjoy high-
quality craftsmanship without compromising on 
precise technology.

 GLOCK DESIGN
Rugged design with GLOCK serrated cases, 
signature lettering on watch straps, and distinctive 
RTF structure for an unmistakable identity.

ACCURACY & DESIGN

GW-34-2-24 
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DAZZLING 
DURABILITY

 REAL DIAMONDS
Ladies watches adorned with genuine real 
diamonds for a touch of elegance and luxury.

 SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL 
2 mm scratch-resistant sapphire crystal for shock 
resistance and durability.

GW-32-1-20
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 WATER RESISTANCE
Featuring up to 20 ATM water resistance, GLOCK 
Watches are built to withstand extreme conditions. 

Secure screw-down crowns and pushers create a 
watertight seal, preventing moisture, dust, and other 
particles from entering the watch. 

IMPRESSIVE 
ATM 
RATING

GW-38-1-22
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PRECISION 
IN EACH 
FORM

 SOLAR WATCH
Watches featuring solar-powered technology for 
eco-efficiency and relentless performance.

EL  EL BACKLIGHT
Digital displays ensuring clear timekeeping, day 
or night.

 WORLD TIMER
85 cities worldwide with our World Time Function, 
always on time. GW-40-2-24
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 ROTATING BEZEL
Enhancing practical functionality while 
elevating stylish aesthetics, the rotating 
bezels truly combine form and function.

GW-15-2-22

SET YOUR COURSE COMPANION  
OF  
ADVENTURES
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STRAP 
SYSTEM

EFFORTLESS  
QUICK CHANGE 
Customize your timepiece with our interchangeable strap 
system, which provides a spectrum of materials, textures, 
sizes, and colors. Choose from silicone, mesh, or NATO 
bands to transform your watch from outdoor rugged to 
business sleek.

GW-13-1-24
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LIMITED 
EDITION

 ONLY 7,500 PIECES 
WORLDWIDE 
Upgrade your look with our exclusive timepieces: 
two interchangeable straps, signature packaging, 
frequent updates.

GW-27-1-24
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IN-STORE  
PRESENTATION

GLOCK MASTER TOWER 
Crafted in gunmetal color, this tower features shelves with 
integrated lighting, an illuminated GLOCK Precision logo, 
and a blue LED floor illumination for a captivating display.

WATCH BOX

MODULAR DISPLAY

STRAP PACKAGING
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